December 26, 2017

Anthony Bragaglia

Alesia Williams or Responsible Party
FOIA Public Liaison
Defense Intelligence Agency

FOIA REQUEST

I am a United States citizen. I am willing to pay for any associated costs in fulfillment of this Freedom of Information Act Request.

Associated with the Department of Defense **Advanced Aerospace Threat Identification Program** of the US Pentagon (operating from approximately 2009-2012) are warehouses in the Las Vegas, NV area scheduled to soon hold metal-like alloy material recovered from Unidentified Aerial Phenomena (UAPs.) This could include physical debris recovered by personnel of the Department of Defense as residue, flotsam, shot-off material or crashed material from UAPs or unidentified flying objects. This background material provided to assist in your search is confirmed by US Senator Harry Reid and by former Department of Defense intelligence official Luis Elizondo.

Requestor asks to be provided with an Inventory List and all associated documentation of said material. Such documentation will include:

1) Physical description of all held material
2) Source of origin of all held material.
3) Circumstance and method of obtainment of all held material (i.e. flotsam, residue, shot-off material, crash material)
4) Custodian US government agency of all held material.
5) The titles and authors of all technical and analytical reports conducted on all held material
6) Names of private contractors to the US government engaged in the storage and study of all held material.
7) Test results on UAP recovered material, to include physical properties, chemical and elemental composition of material and determination of the material as of terrestrial or extraterrestrial origin.

Thank you.

Anthony Bragaglia